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You will need the Science Weekly Five Start-Up Kit.  This is 
a free download in my store on Teachers Pay Teachers. 
 
Station 1: one copy of the reading passage for each 
student that will be in the station at one time (I like to 
laminate them for future use and durability) 
  
Station 2: items to form a short ramp and a tall ramp, 
centimeter ruler, toy car 
  
Station 3: resource books on force and motion (optional) 
  
Station 4: ball (anything smaller than a tennis ball is fine; 
don’t use anything to hard or heavy to be thrown over a 
student’s head) 
  
Station 5: one copy of Station 5 Vocabulary per student, 
scissors, glue 
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Section 1 
A force is a push or a pull.  Forces can cause objects to start 
moving, change direction, change speed, or stop moving 
at all.  An object does not move unless a force acts upon it.  
Similarly, objects in motion do not stop until a force stops 
them.   
 
Section 2 
When you drop a book, gravity is the reason it falls to the 
ground.  Gravity is a force that attracts two objects toward 
one another.  Gravity is what keeps the Earth moving 
around the sun and what keeps objects pulled down 
toward the Earth.  The more mass an object has, the greater 
the force of gravity it exerts.   
 
Section 3 
When a ball is rolling across an empty carpet, it will stop due 
to friction.  Friction is a type of force that works against 
motion.  Smooth surfaces have less friction than rough 
surfaces. 
 
Section 4 
Magnetism is a force that pulls some metals toward a 
magnet.   While metals like iron are magnetic, some metals 
like aluminum are not attracted to a magnet.   Magnets 
have magnetic fields which attract objects that are 
magnetic. 
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You will conduct a test to see how height of a ramp affects 
the distance a toy car travels. 
 
1.  Set up a short ramp using the materials at your station.   

2.  Put the toy car at the top of the ramp and gently release it. 

3.  Use your centimeter ruler to measure how far the car went. 

4.  Leave the car where it is and draw a small picture of the 
ramp and car.  Write the distance it traveled. 

5.  Set up a taller ramp using the materials at your station. 

6.  Put the toy car at the top of the ramp and gently release it. 

7.  Use your centimeter ruler to measure how far the car went.  

8.  Leave the car where it is and draw a small picture of the 
ramp and car next to your other drawing.  Write the 
distance it traveled. 

 
9.   Write everything you know about ramp heights and the 

distance traveled. 
 - What conclusions might you have? 
 - What could you do to increase the reliability of your results? 
 - What test could you do next? 
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You will make a web of examples of forces that cause 
motion and forces that stop or slow motion. 

1.  Copy the concept map below. 

2.  Add examples of forces that cause motion and stop 
motion. 

Forces 

cause 
motion 

stop 
or slow  
motion 
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You will record observations of how a ball moves when it is 
tossed into the air.  
 
1.  Toss a ball gently into the air and allow it to fall. 
 
2.  In your Student Recording Packet, draw a diagram of 

what you did and the path the ball took. 
 
3.  Write a paragraph describing what you observed.   
 
4.  Answer the following questions using complete 

sentences in your next paragraph. 
       - What force caused the ball to be thrown into the air? 
       - What force caused the ball to fall to the floor? 
       - What force caused the ball to stop? 
       - Did the ball bounce when it hit the floor?  Why or why  
         not? 
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vocabulary 

Force 
a force that works against 

motion 

Friction 
a force that attracts two 

objects toward each 
other 

Gravity a push or pull 

Magnetism 
a force that pulls some 

metals toward a magnet 

Force 
a force that works against 

motion 

Friction 
a force that attracts two 

objects toward each 
other 

Gravity a push or pull 

Magnetism 
a force that pulls some 

metals toward a magnet 
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